MISSION STATEMENT
Welcome to an integrative approach to your health and well-being. You are a
whole person and deserve a whole person approach to health care. In my
practice, I seek to uncover the underlying causes of why you are not experiencing
your desired state of health. My goal goes beyond the alleviation of symptoms,
although that is my first priority. I intend to work with you to achieve health and
to help you understand your body, blood type and its implications, your 5 flows
of energy and how your breathing can be a point of power for your healing.
When the breathing is in balance, many symptoms and conditions improve and
begin to disappear. Most of my patients experience a profound shift in their
health and an empowered awareness of their energy after 1-3 visits over a 1-2
month period. Much like an onion-your health and issues have layers and
getting to the root of the issue is sometimes a process of peeling back the layers
in succession.
TREATMENTS
Your treatment may include: Oriental Medicine and Acupuncture modalities,
CranioSacral therapy and massage. I may recommend detoxification,
individualized nutritional supplementation, homeopathy, herbs or self care
techniques appropriate for you or your child. I have found that these methods
are both safe and effective and without significant side effects. I base my
selection of supplements based on the positive feedback from my clients and
supportive evidence in medical literature today. Most of my patients note
significant improvements even after the first treatment and when they follow the
program as directed. I will do my best to create a realistic program that is
affordable and fits your lifestyle. All of our sessions and conversations are held
in strict confidentiality.
DIAGNOSTICS
While most of my diagnosis and evaluation is done in a non-medically
traditional way, such as pulse diagnosis, applied kinesiology muscle testing or
medical intuition. I may suggest a combination of testing and assessment
procedures such as Blood Type determination, EAV testing, food allergy or stool
panels, lab work, ultrasound, x-ray or MRI to help determine and the best course
of treatment for you or your child. As an Acupuncture Physician in the state of
Florida-I am able to order lab and diagnostic testing at a substantial cash
discount for patients-about ½ of the cost. However, in most cases, the tests
would not likely be covered by insurance if I order them. If the Health Care Act
changes any of our access to preventative care I would greatly welcome that and
let you know how it could benefit you because believe me we all need it.
PAYMENT INFORMATION & INSURANCE
Many of the services I offer are considered “alternative or complementary”
in nature and consequently are not covered by Medicare and Medicaid, yet. If you
have private insurance, we can verify coverage for you. If your insurance
company does cover my services, we will prepare and submit the forms for you.
Upon meeting your deductible, reimbursement or establishment of payment we
will determine how best to have your treatments covered. Payment is due at the
time of your visit in the form of cash, credit card or check or HSA. The sliding
scale rate for Rosemary Birthing Home families applies to cash only, not
insurance claims.

CANCELLATION POLICY & SCHEDULING
I appreciate the opportunity to form a partnership with you. Please call
me 24 hours in advance if you need to reschedule or cancel your appointment or
you will be charged $50. I have a fairly busy schedule so appointments made 1-2
weeks in advance are recommended. If you need treatment for something acute
I will always try to fit you in. If you have a question about supplements please
leave the question on the message via telephone/text or email. I rarely check
Facebook so it’s not the best way to communicate!
WEBSITE
My website aims to be a place where you can access resources about
your blood type and tests as well as find links to the type work that I do.
(www.dadamo.com and www.labtestsonline.org)If you have a loved one or friend
in another state and want them to experience my work I can do one of two
things. Have a phone consult with them and a distance healing or I can help you
locate someone who has a similar skill set in their area of the country from the
practitioner search alliances that I am associated with. ( www.arvigo.com and
www.upledger.com) Lets spread the healing!
REFILLS ON SUPPLEMENTS
If you need refills on something –call ahead and let me know and it can be
prepared for you or put in the main yoga house for pick up during the day or
after hours.
SICK CHILD VISITS
If you or your child are under the weather and need to be seen-I do my best
to fit you in as soon as possible for treatment. Once you are a patient I will take
phone consults with you for a nominal fee to prescribe you something that will
help you or your child when possible if you do not need to be seen.
RATES
Rates for the initial visit is between $150-$100 depending on the involvement of
your health concerns.
My standard 1 ½ hour visit is $90
A 45 minute visit is $45
I can take credit cards and checks.
If you need to have a payment plan I can do that also.
CONTACTING ME
If you want to get a hold of me please call me and leave your question along with
a call back number. Email or text is also ok. Please no facebook if it is
important!

WHOLE PERSON HEALING
In many ancient healing traditions and even more commonly accepted western
ideology-it is known that the mind and body and emotions are not separate
aspects of a person. Emotions and stress become a part of the body and though
most of us are aware of that as tension in our shoulders-we may still not quite
know what to do with it. That connection between body and mind and emotion is
the true place of transformation. Many patients have come to understand how
their health story from its beginnings-birth, childhood to adolescence has
created their present state of being. They have come to understand the health
events and physical traumas they have experienced that may have seemed unimportant are actually yearning to be released from their body so that it can
heal. Getting in touch with the place that the stress is stored in the body is also
very valuable.

Within each of is- is a wise healer that knows everything about our life and body
and our story. Some people experience it as their higher self, a guardian angel, a
guide, an animal totem or simply a wise presence. Empowering you to have an
active dialogue with your inner physician is one the deeper passions of my work
and I may offer suggestion as to how to connect with that wise piece of self thru
active imagery and dialogue in a session. Meeting your inner physician is
something you can learn to do by taking small steps and trusting the images that
will arise in your mind. After being comfortable with each other and trusting
your own process- you and I can draw upon the wisdom of the inner physician
during a session. It can be deeply healing and life affirming to be able to connect
with this loving presence that often helps you discover insight and support.
IT IS AGREED: With regard to medical care and services, the attending practitioner
Dr.Deanine Picciano AP will provide services to the patient, and to the best of her skill
and knowledge that which is possible and practical. Because of the differences in human
constitution and response, I understand that there is no way possible to warrant the
outcome of such medical care or service.
The patient agrees to cooperate fully and disclose all pertinent medical information to the
attending practitioner. By following her instruction and adhering to such treatment plan
or course of action as may be set forth and agreed you can expect the best results.
IT IS AGREED:I agree to hold harmless Dr. Deanine Picciano AP, LMT or to present any issue or
concern of medical malpractice by letter to Deanine Picciano and if taken further, it will
be decided by neutral arbitration: and there with give up my right to jury or court trial
should an issue arise.
I_______________________________ understand and accept the above conditions and release
( patient name )
Dr. Deanine Picciano AP, LMT from any legal liability.
SIGNATURE____________________________________ DATE_________________

